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FlagView HistoryWildStar has six different classes, each with its own unique features, skills and style of play. This do-it-yourself mechanic comes equipped with heavy armor, heavy weapons, and two fearsome boat pets that can help you tank or deal with damage. Using long range and strong help from AoE, the engineer
uses electricity, explosives and good fashion slugs to send his enemies. Esper is an enigmatic telepath who uses his powers to conjure up deadly illusions, as well as terrorize his enemies with nightmares, or heal his allies with comforting dreams. Esper is a stationary, long-rage spell that focuses on directed skills and
AoE. The Medic is a middle-end healing or harm class that uses two resonators to zap life on your friends and out of your enemies. Because the Medic has a shorter range than other healers, they wear medium armor, and make heavy use of field effects and AoE, for the benefit of both their allies and themselves. This
space-age cowboy carries two blaster guns, as well as a handful of elemental magic. The Spellslinger has many line-based attacks, and is a powerful concentrated firepower force. Using short-range teleports and a style of execution and gun game, the Spellslinger is a mobile blaster that can specialize in healing or
damage. Stalker is an astute killer who specializes in stealth, damage and battlefield control. The Stalker wears two claws, and wears medium armor on its Nano suit, which can be altered to offer protection for the tank, or additional damage. This body-to-body bruiser can serve as a tank or damage dealer, and focuses
on cutting bad guys and kicking. Equipped with a power blade and plenty of kicking potential to, the Warrior is a deadly force to watch. The classes you can play as a WildStar are quite unique, but they still have similarities to the classes you've seen in other games. The creation of renewed characters does a better job
than before in letting you see how each class plays, but it is still difficult to choose an in experienced one. I've played in every class enough to give you a decent idea of how they play. I'll help you decide by giving details about each class, how hard I find each one, and how similar they are to classes in other games
they're more familiar with. Please visit my What's Different Between P2P and F2P Guide if you're starting or going back to WildStar.This re guide will go through all kinds of WildStar including: Basic Tutorial and Path Information – What you need to know while creating characters. Warrior – How this class plays, what they
use, and similar classes. Engineer – How you play this tutorial, what you use, and classes Stalker – How this class plays, what they use, and similar classes. Medic – How this class plays, what they use, and similar classes. Spellslinger – How this class plays, what they use, and similar classes. Preuo Preuo This tutorial
plays, what they use, and similar classes. Basic class and InfoOne way thing to keep in mind is that some classes are only available for certain careers. Humans and Cassians may be of any kind, but the other breeds have restrictions. Below is the list of classes that each race can choose. Exile Granok - Warrior,
Engineer, Medic Mordesh - Warrior, Engineer, Doctor, Stalker, Spellslinger Aurin - Esper, Spellslinger, Stalker Dominion Mechari - Engineer, Doctor, Stalker, Draken Warrior - Spellslinger, Stalker, Warrior Chua - Engineer, Esper, Medic, SpellslingerS Can also get a glimpse of what half and end team looks like The
PathsA path is something separate that you choose when you create a character. Any class and race can choose any path. Think of it as a side class that you can level up too, similar to professions. Explorer – This path involves exploring Nexus by finding secret areas, placing beacons, and much more. Scientist - This
path scans several objects and collects data to find out more about the planet Nexus. Colon – This path involves collecting materials to build useful expansions, such as statistics and experience drives for a short time for you and other players. Soldier - This road involves a lot of fighting. Murders, waves of enemies and
weapons tests are some of these missions to look forward to. WarriorS you will see a class like this in almost all RPG or MMO. This is a body-to-body class that wears heavy armor and can or DPS or Tank. He has something that makes him stand out from most games, an arm cannon. Some skills use the arm cannon to
blast with rank attacks or grapple enemies to pull them out. Warriors use kinetic energy to fuel their attacks. Certain attacks build it, while others use it. This is a standard class that is great for beginners, but still a higher class for the content of the end game. Damage and heavy armor makes it easier to survive. Innate
capacity is a cooling that increases damage and gives unlimited kinetics for a short time. EngineerThis class also wears heavy armor and uses a heavy gun. It can tank or DPS and has some rank attacks. They also use robots to help damage, tank, heal and control the crowd. This class is similar to pet classes in other
games, such as Hunters in WoW, but with tank durability and options for not using pets at all in favor of other skills. This is a good class to level and the content of the end game. When using bots, the class becomes more difficult and requires more attention. StalkerThis is your typical class of rogues/thieves. They use
stealth weapons, medium armor and They can Tank or DPS, so that's what makes them a little different from most rogue classes in other games. Tank usually takes the form of dodging building skills. Harassers have different positions and their innate ability makes them stealthy. Your skills use Suit Power, which works
just like energy in most You start in full, then it comes down as you use skills, and it regenerates over time. When playing APS, your survival is less than most, so you have to kill quickly while playing solo. You'll want to be good at dodging and moving quickly if you play a Stalker.MedicDon don't let the name fool you, this
isn't just a healing class, you can also specify full DPS. The use of medium armor, the use of blades as weapons, and they have medium range. The theme of this class is Throne and Dubstep. This tutorial uses a lot of tech skills and fans for the party. It does not match any standard classes in other games. The closest
tutorial would be a Shaman to WoW.Since this tutorial can heal and DPS, it is quite easy to level compared to other classes. They use actuators to fuel their attacks. Its innate capacity fully charges its actuators and gives an increase in assault power and support when above 30% health, or restores the shield and
increases the mitigation of the shield when it is below 30% health. SpellslingerThis class is a Western gunman mixed with a spell, his weapons shoot spells. They are a DPS or healing class that uses light armor and dual pistols. His innate ability, Spell Surge, is very special and acts as an extra skill. It does not have a
cooling, instead it has 4 charges that are regenerated over time and can be changed over and over again. Some skills have additional effects when you have increased spell. This is a fast-paced class with a lot of movement like Stalker, but Spell Surge ramps up the difficulty. To master this tutorial, you will have to
master using increasing the spell in the right skills and turn on and off to optimize the buff on the fly. The class revolves around this mechanic, so it takes a while to get used to when the contents of the end are done. This is one of the hardest classes to play in my opinion, but if you can get Spell Surge down, it's not too
hard to play. EsperThis is the other lightweight armor, varied class that can DPS or heal in WildStar. They use spells and illusions, as well as a Psiblade, to attack. This more like a magician or illusionist class. The spurs accumulate Psi points with some attacks, and then spend them on spells called Finishers, similar to
the combined system at WoW. Their lightweight armor makes them vulnerable, but they can heal to overcome some of this. It's a semi-hard class to level and dominate. Mastering the class is harder than most because if you don't properly manage your Psi points, you'll lose a lot of DPS, or you'll miss great opportunities.
Any tutorial can do well in all content, you just have to exactly how each class works. As always, playing the class or classes you find the funniest is usually the best way to go. You'll be more motivated to master a class you like to play, even if it's hard to play, than an easy-to-play class you don't like to play. Search for
game videos, as well as to give you a idea of how each class turns out. This is all for my wildstar class overview. Hopefully this gives you a good starting point for each class. Playing each class yourself is still the best way to find out if you like the class or not. From WildStar Wiki This is a location based on Geography.
You can help wildstar Wiki by expanding it. A class is a professional classification of a player's character and determines which skills, weapons and armor a character has access to. Summary of engineering functions classes: Ranged DPS, Tank The Engineer is a class that can provide sustained damage or can become



a meat tank. They carry a huge weapon, carry heavy armor and use boats to help them in battle. Engineers are medium to long-range, but can stand foot-by-foot if necessary. Sper roles: DPS, Healer Medic Roles: DPS, Healer Spellslinger Roles: DPS, Healer Stalker Roles: DPS, Tank Warrior Roles: Melee Assault, Tank
Depending on the action set, the warrior can be played as a straight tank, DPS, or a hybrid. They have complex relationships between resource management, split second division time, and evasive-offensive combos to balance. They can hold their own against AOE and the more enemies they take simultaneously, the
more powerful they get. The Warriors also have a variety of crowd control skills at their disposal. Videos See also
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